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We present allowed regions in the space of observables of certain nonleptonic B-meson decays that char-
acterize these modes within the standard model. A future measurement of observables lying significantly
outside of these regions would indicate the presence of new physics. Making use of SU(3) arguments, we give
the range for B→pK decays, and for the system of Bd→p1p2, Bs→K1K2 modes.
PACS number~s!: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Er, 11.30.HvAs is well known, the B-meson system provides a very
fertile testing ground for the standard-model description of
CP violation, where this phenomenon originates from a
complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix
~CKM matrix!. In order to search for new physics, one of the
main methods is to overconstrain the three angles a , b and g
of the usual nonsquashed unitarity triangle of the CKM ma-
trix, thereby searching for possible discrepancies. During re-
cent years, many interesting strategies have been proposed to
accomplish this task @1#.
In this paper, we propose a simple approach, which offers
the exciting possibility of immediate indications of new
physics at future B-decay experiments. It relies on the fact
that certain nonleptonic B-meson decays into two light pseu-
doscalar mesons can be characterized, within the standard
model ~SM!, by regions arising in the space of the corre-
sponding observables. If future measurements of these ob-
servables should result in values lying significantly outside
of these regions, we would have an indication for the pres-
ence of new physics.
We show these regions for two different combinations of
B→pK modes @2–5#, as well as for the system of Bd
→p1p2 and Bs→K1K2 decays @6#. In order to evaluate
them, we have to make use of SU(3) flavor-symmetry argu-
ments in both cases. In the B→pK case, which is very
promising for e1 –e2 B-factories, an additional dynamical
assumption concerning final-state-interaction ~FSI! effects
has to be made @7#. This is not necessary in the Bd
→p1p2, Bs→K1K2 system, which is ideally suited for
‘‘second-generation’’ B-physics experiments at hadron ma-
chines, such as LHCb or BTeV. Since flavor-changing
neutral-current ‘‘penguin’’ processes play an important role
in B→pK , Bd→p1p2 and Bs→K1K2 decays, they may
well be affected by new physics @5,8,9#. Moreover, the uni-
tarity of the CKM matrix is used to evaluate the correspond-
ing allowed regions.
Let us turn to the B→pK system first, which already
allows us to confront the contours in the space of observ-
ables with experimental data from the CLEO Collaboration
@10#. We will consider two different combinations of B
→pK decays: the charged modes B6→p6K and B6
→p0K6 @2,4,5#, and the ‘‘mixed’’ combination B6
→p6K , Bd→p7K6 @3#. Within the SM, we have




F12S Puc1APtc D G , ~2!
with l[uVusu50.22, A[uVcbu/l250.8160.06 and Rb
[uVub /(lVcb)u50.4160.07. The amplitudes A and Ptc
[uP tcueid tc (Puc) are due to annihilation and penguin to-
pologies with internal top- and charm-quark ~up- and charm-
quark! exchanges, respectively. The SU(2) isospin symme-




T1C[uT1CueidT1Ceig and Pew52uPewueidew ~4!
arise from current–current and electroweak penguin opera-
tors, respectively ~the ds denote strong phases!. The SU(3)
flavor symmetry of strong interactions allows us to fix uT







where the kaon and pion decay constants take into account
factorizable SU(3)-breaking corrections. Moreover, we have
in the strict SU(3) limit @4#
U PewT1CUei(dew2dT1C)50.663F0.41Rb G . ~6!
The factorizable SU(3)-breaking corrections to this relation
are very small, and its theoretical accuracy is only limited by
nonfactorizable effects. In a recent paper @11#, an interesting
approach making use of a heavy-quark expansion for non-
leptonic B decays was proposed that could help to reduce
these uncertainties.
The decays B1→p1K0 and B1→p0K1 provide the fol-
lowing observables:
Rc[2FBR~B1→p0K1!1BR~B2→p0K2!BR~B1→p1K0!1BR~B2→p2K0!G ~7!
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c[2FBR~B1→p0K1!2BR~B2→p0K2!BR~B1→p1K0!1BR~B2→p2K0!G , ~8!
where the factor of 2 has been introduced to absorb the nor-
malization factor of the p0. The present CLEO data imply
Rc51.360.5 @10#; very recently, also the first results for
CP-violating asymmetries in charmless hadronic B-meson
decays were reported, leading to A0
c50.3560.34.
In order to parametrize Rc and A0
c





, qeiv[U PewT1CUei(dew2dT1C). ~9!
The general expressions for Rc and A0
c in terms of these
parameters and reiq can be found in @12#. Here we restrict
ourselves, for simplicity, to the case of r50, corresponding
to the neglect of rescattering processes @7#, and to v50,
corresponding to Eq. ~6!. Then we obtain
Rc5122rc~cos g2q !cos dc1v2rc
2 ~10!
A0
c52rcsin dcsin g , ~11!
where dc[dT1C2d tc and v[A122q cos g1q2. Since rc
and q can be fixed through Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, respectively, the
two observables Rc and A0
c depend on the two ‘‘unknowns’’
dc and g . Consequently, if we fix rc and q—present data
give rc50.2160.06 and q50.6360.15—and vary dc and g
within @0°,360°# , Eqs. ~10! and ~11! imply an allowed re-
gion in the Rc-A0
c plane.
In Fig. 1, we show this region for the currently allowed
values of the parameters rc and q. The small dependence on
the latter parameter @see Fig. 1~b!# is due to the suppression
through rc in Eq. ~10!. A similar suppression is also effective
for the terms of O(r) in Rc , which are related to FSI effects.






, the terms of O(r) are suppressed by rc as
well, as was also noted in Ref. @5#. In the case of Fig. 1, the
FSI effects are neglected, leading to B0
c5A0
c
. If we choose
rc50.21, q50.63, and assume that r50.15, which would
correspond to very large rescattering effects, while keeping
qP@0°,360°# as a free parameter, we obtain the allowed
region shown in Fig. 2. This figure shows nicely that the
impact of FSI effects on the allowed region in the Rc-B0
c
plane is very small. Let us nevertheless note that the FSI
effects can be probed—and in principle even included in Fig.
1—with the help of additional experimental data @12,13#, for
example on B6→K6K modes.
The dotted range in Fig. 1 corresponds to the present
CLEO results for Rc and A0
c
. If future measurements of Rc
and A0
c should give values lying significantly outside the al-
lowed region shown in Fig. 1, we would have an indication07400for new physics. On the other hand, if we should find values
lying inside this region, this would not automatically imply a
‘‘confirmation’’ of the SM. In this case, it would be possible
to extract a value of g by following the strategies proposed
in @4,12#, which may well lead to discrepancies with the
values of g that are implied by theoretically clean strategies,
using pure ‘‘tree’’ decays, such as B→DK or Bs→Ds7K6,
or by the usual ‘‘indirect’’ fits of the unitarity triangle. In a
recent paper @9#, several specific models were employed to
explore the impact of new physics on B→pK decays. For
example, in models with an extra Z8 boson or in SUSY
models with broken R-parity, the resulting electroweak pen-
guin coefficients can be much larger than in the SM, since
they arise already at the tree level. In this paper, it is not our
FIG. 1. Allowed region in the Rc-A0
c plane, characterizing B6
→p6K , p0K6 in the SM: ~a! 0.15<rc<0.27, q50.63; ~b! rc
50.21, 0.48<q<0.78. FSI effects are neglected.
FIG. 2. Allowed region in the Rc-B0
c plane, characterizing B6
→p6K , p0K6 in the SM in the presence of large FSI effects,
which are described by r50.15 (rc50.21, q50.63).4-2
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ever, we plan to come back to this issue in a forthcoming
publication.
In Fig. 3, we show the allowed region for the observables
of the B6→p6K , Bd→p7K6 system @3#, where R and A0
correspond to Rc and A0
c
, respectively; explicit expressions
can be found in @12#, where also the parameters r and qCeivC
are defined properly. The latter describes ‘‘color-
suppressed’’ electroweak penguin diagrams, which are usu-
ally expected to play a minor role @14#. In contrast to the
charged case, r and qCeivC cannot be fixed by using only
flavor-symmetry arguments. To this end, we have to employ,
in addition, certain dynamical assumptions, such as argu-
ments involving the ‘‘factorization’’ hypothesis, and have to
keep in mind that the parameters thus determined may also
be affected by FSI effects, which have been neglected in Fig.
3. However, there are important experimental indicators for
such rescattering processes, for example the branching ratios
of B→KK modes or a sizeable direct CP asymmetry in
B6→p6K . In order to reduce these uncertainties, also the
FIG. 3. Allowed region in the R-A0 plane, characterizing B6
→p6K , Bd→p7K6 within the SM for 0.13<r<0.23, qCeivC
50.6630.25. FSI effects are neglected.07400approach proposed in Ref. @11# may turn out to be very use-
ful. The dotted range in Fig. 3 represents the present CLEO
results R51.060.3 and A050.0460.18, which coincides
perfectly with the allowed region implied by the SM. This
feature should be compared with the situation in Fig. 1. Un-
fortunately, the present experimental uncertainties are too
large to speculate on new-physics effects. However, the ex-
perimental situation should improve considerably in the next
couple of years.
Let us now focus on the decays Bd→p1p2 and Bs
→K1K2. The latter mode is not accessible at the e1 –e2
B-factories operating at the Y(4S) resonance, but is very
promising for ‘‘second-generation’’ B-decay experiments at
hadron machines. From a theoretical point of view, the Bd
→p1p2, Bs→K1K2 system has some advantages in com-
parison with the B→pK approach, as we will see below.
Within the SM, the Bd
0→p1p2 decay amplitude can be pa-







S ApenctAccu 1Apenut D ~14!
describes—sloppily speaking—the ratio of ‘‘penguin’’ to
‘‘tree’’ contributions. Employing a notation similar to that in
Eq. ~13! yields
A~Bs
0→K1K2!}eigF11 1e d8eiu8e2igG , ~15!
where d8eiu8 corresponds to Eq. ~14!, and e[l2/(12l2).
The time evolution of the decay Bs→K1K2 provides the
following time-dependent CP asymmetry:aCP~ t ![
GBs0~ t !→ f 2GBs0~ t !→ f 
GBs0~ t !→ f 1GBs0~ t !→ f 
5







where A CPdir , A CPmix and AD G satisfy the relation
~A CPdir !21~A CPmix!21~AD G !251. ~17!
Using ~15!, we obtain @6#
A CPdir ~Bs→K1K2!5
2d˜ 8 sin u8 sin g
112d˜ 8 cos u8 cos g1d˜ 82
~18!
A CPmix~Bs→K1K2!5
sin~fs12g!12d˜ 8 cos u8 sin~fs1g!1d˜ 82sin fs
112d˜ 8 cos u8 cos g1d˜ 82
, ~19!
where d˜ 8[d8/e , and fs[22dg52arg(Vts*Vtb) denotes the Bs0-Bs0 mixing phase. Within the SM, we have 2dg’0.03 due to
a Cabibbo suppression of O(l2), implying that fs is very small.4-3
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DGd[GH
(d)2GL
(d) between the Bd mass eigenstates is—in contrast to the expected situation in the Bs system—negligibly small.
Using Eq. ~13!, the corresponding CP-violating observables can be expressed as @6#
A CPdir ~Bd→p1p2!52F 2d sin u sin g122d cos u cos g1d2G ~20!
A CPmix~Bd→p1p2!5
sin~fd12g!22d cos u sin~fd1g!1d2sin fd
122d cos u cos g1d2
, ~21!where fd52b denotes the Bd
0
-Bd
0 mixing phase. It should be
emphasized that Eqs. ~18!,~19! and Eqs. ~20!,~21! are com-
pletely general parametrizations within the SM, taking also
into account all kinds of penguin and FSI effects.
Since the decays Bd→p1p2 and Bs→K1K2 are related
to each other by interchanging all strange and down quarks,
the U-spin flavor symmetry implies
d8eiu85deiu. ~22!
Interestingly, this relation is not affected by U-spin-breaking
corrections within a modernized version of the ‘‘Bander-
Silverman-Soni’’ mechanism @15#, which relies—among
other things—also on the ‘‘factorization’’ hypothesis @6#.
Consequently, unless nonfactorizable effects should have a
dramatic impact, the U-spin-breaking corrections to Eq. ~22!
are probably moderate. We are optimistic that future B-decay
experiments will also provide valuable insights into
SU(3)-breaking effects. Moreover, further work along the
lines of Ref. @11# may lead to a better theoretical understand-
ing of these effects.
If we use the U-spin relation ~22!, the three observables
As
d[A CPdir (Bs→K1K2), Asm[A CPmix(Bs→K1K2) and Add
[A CPdir (Bd→p1p2) depend on the two hadronic param-




mixing phase fs . However, the latter quantity is negligibly
small in the SM, i.e., fs
SM’0. Consequently, if we keep d as
a free parameter, i.e., 0<d<‘ , and vary u and g in the
interval @0°,360°# , Eqs. ~18!, ~19! and ~20! fix a three-






, characterizing the Bs→K1K2, Bd→p1p2 system
within the SM. This region is shown in Fig. 4, where the
circles with radius 1 fix a cylinder in the Ad
d direction, which
is due to Eq. ~17!, implying (Asd)21(Asm)2<1. An interest-
ing feature of the Bd→p1p2, Bs→K1K2 predicted region
is a hole, which allows for new physics also inside the vol-
ume. If one restricts the penguin parameter d to be smaller
than 1, which seems to be quite plausible, this hole would be
enlarged. It is also interesting to note that the U-spin flavor
symmetry implies, within the SM, that the direct CP asym-
metries of Bs→K1K2 and Bd→p1p2 have opposite signs;
equal signs would be an indication for new physics. In con-
trast to the B→pK case, we do not have to worry about any07400FSI effects in the Bd→p1p2, Bs→K1K2 system, and no
additional information is required to fix certain parameters
such as rc or q.
A future measurement of observables lying significantly
outside of the region shown in Fig. 4 would be an indication
of new physics. Such a discrepancy could either be due to




to the Bd→p1p2, Bs→K1K2 decay amplitudes. The
former case would also be indicated simultaneously by large
CP-violating effects in the mode Bs→J/cf , which would
allow us to extract the Bs
0
-Bs
0 mixing phase fs ~see, for ex-
ample, @16#!. A discrepancy between the measured Bd
→p1p2, Bs→K1K2 observables and the region corre-
sponding to the value of fs thus determined would then
signal new-physics contributions to the Bd→p1p2, Bs
→K1K2 decay amplitudes. On the other hand, if Bs
→J/cf should exhibit negligible CP-violating effects, any
discrepancy between the Bd→p1p2, Bs→K1K2 observ-
ables and the volume shown in Fig. 4 would indicate new-
physics contributions to the corresponding decay amplitudes.
On the other hand, if the observables should lie within the
FIG. 4. The allowed region in the space of the CP asymmetries
As
d[A CPdir (Bs→K1K2), Asm[A CPmix(Bs→K1K2) and Add
[A CPdir (Bd→p1p2), which characterize the Bs→K1K2, Bd
→p1p2 system within the SM (fs50).4-4
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angle g by following the strategy presented in @6#, which
may well be in disagreement with those implied by theoreti-
cally clean strategies making use of pure ‘‘tree’’ decays,
thereby also indicating the presence of new physics.
If we use the Bd
0
-Bd
0 mixing phase fd , which can be
determined, for instance, with the help of the ‘‘gold-plated’’
mode Bd→J/cKS , as an additional input, we may also fix a
three-dimensional region in the space of the observables
A CPdir (Bd→p1p2), A CPmix(Bd→p1p2) and A CPdir (Bs
→K1K2) through the standard-model expressions ~18!, ~20!
and ~21!. Since the decays Bs→K1K2 and Bd→p7K6 dif-
fer only in their spectator quarks, we have A CPdir (Bs
→K1K2)’A CPdir (Bd→p7K6). Consequently, that figure07400would also be interesting for the e1 – e2 B-factories, where
Bs→K1K2 is not accessible. However, we should keep it in
mind that this relation relies not only on flavor-symmetry
arguments, but also on a certain dynamical input concerning
‘‘exchange’’ and ‘‘penguin annihilation’’ topologies @6#,
which may be enhanced in the presence of large FSI effects.
To summarize, we have presented a simple strategy,
which may provide immediate indications for new physics at
future B-decay experiments. We plan to discuss in more de-
tail several of the features described briefly here in a forth-
coming paper.
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